“What Do I Want To Do When I Grow Up?”
Exploring Networking Opportunities

By Katie Horvath

As I near the end of my doctoral dissertation I still have two burning questions: 1) what can I do after I finish my PhD and 2) what do I want to do after I finish my PhD? We are all aware of the traditional academic career path: you complete 1 or 2 academic post-docs and acquire enough publications to become grant competitive, ideally culminating in a junior faculty position at a research institution. However, I find following a career outside of academia appealing.

I began investigating non-academic opportunities at the annual NIEHS Biomedical Career Fair last spring and was privileged to hear Dave Jensen, a moderator on the Science Careers online forum, speak. Dave believes that you should approach a job search like you would a research project by meeting new people and learning about what they do, i.e. networking.

Networking has always intimidated me. The thought of approaching random strangers with my prepared “elevator speech,” makes me break out into a sweat. Nevertheless, I decided to take Dave’s advice and give networking the old college (or grad school) try. My sister Monica, a bioinformatics PhD who succeeded in landing a “real job,” suggested that I investigate the RTP chapter of the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association (HBA). I attended one of their “speed-networking” events. What a phenomenal experience! Like “speed-dating” you meet with multiple professionals to exchange business cards and determine if the other person is a useful professional contact. When the timer rings, you meet with a new person, allowing you to make multiple connections in one evening. I made several contacts at the speed networking event, including a toxicologist who lives in France.

People who are helped through networking are usually willing to pay it forward. Although I cannot say that meeting new people while networking no longer puts butterflies in my stomach, I am gaining confidence as I practice. Through networking, I have discovered that the previously scary world outside of academia has become a little smaller and is actually filled with friendly, talented people. I hope that as I progress further in my career that I will be able to pay everyone’s advice forward and help someone else down the road.

Katie Horvath is a 4th year Tox student at UNC and an HHMI Translational Medicine Trainee.
Upcoming TIBBS-Sponsored Events

Friday 11/19  12:00 to 1:00 in Bondurant G100
Careers in Clinical and Translational Research
Come hear from successful scientists about translational research care- 
ers paths in academia, industry, and government. Panelists include:

- Daryl Zeldin, MD. Director of the NIEHS Clinical Research Center
- Christopher Gregory, PhD, Senior Director of Clinical Development at 
  Clinsys, a local clinical research organization
- A translational researcher from academia
- A drug development scientist from industry

This event is co-sponsored by TIBBS and the Program in Translational Medicine as part of the Translational Medicine Lunch and Learn series

Click here to register

Thursday 11/18 12:00 in the MBRB 1st floor lobby
Monthly TIBBS Social — Chili Cook Off!
This month’s TIBBS social promises a mouth 
watering variety of home-made chili recipes complete with chips and all the toppings you can imagine.

No registration is necessary, but please bring your OneCard to be served

Friday 12/2 12:00 to 1:00 in Neuroscience Research Bdg 3118
Alumni Lunch with Dr. Daniel Arneman

Dr. Daniel Arneman graduated with a PhD from UNC in 2007. As a graduate student he struggled to identify a satisfying career path. Al- 
though the path he found has taken several unexpected twists he has in three short years achieved remarkable success and learned many 
things along the way.

Daniel is eager to relate his experiences with career indecision, following your passions, and networking your way to success with you at this lunch event.

Read more about Daniel’s success in the NYTimes

Click here to register

Accepting Defeat:
The Neuroscience of Screwing Up.

Follow the link above to an intriguing article that explains how successful scientists learn from failure.

Thanks to Dr. Adri- enne Cox, for the link.
Pioneering Postdoc Programs

Your postdoctoral training period is the ideal time to hone your skills and get needed experience that will make you the perfect candidate for the career of your choice.

There are many unique postdoc programs that train fellows in a variety of in-demand skills and these training opportunities are often shorter and more structured than the traditional academic postdoc. They teach a specific skill set and can be a fast track to a “real job” afterwards.

Each month in the TIBBS Times we’ll highlight a different fellowship opportunity. This month’s spotlight is on Genentech’s prestigious industry postdoc program.

Where on Campus is That??

If you’re one of the first ten PhD students to correctly identify the location of this picture on UNC campus you’ll get a free candy bar! Email your guesses to pdb@unc.edu. Good luck!

SAGE Bionetworks Postdoc Training in Bioinformatics

SAGE bionetworks, a Seattle based Medical Research Organization, administers a National Cancer Institute-funded, 2-year postdoctoral training program for recent PhD graduates with experience in bioinformatics or cancer biology. Fellows will have an opportunity to both contribute data to this platform from their host institution and receive advanced training on analysis methods. During the second year the fellows will advise and teach the approaches to other cancer researchers.

Read the NCI award press release from SAGE
Click here for more information from the SAGE Website

Thank you to Dr. Rose Brannon for submitting this Pioneering Postdoc Program
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November 1st  
**Cyclical Logic: Probing CDK Network Function with Chemical Genetics**  
Presented by Robert Fisher, MD, PhD, Associate Professor of Structural and Chemical Biology, Mount Sinai School of Medicine. Sponsored by Bill Marzluff, held in G100 Bondurant Hall at 12pm. For more information: [http://gmb.unc.edu/seminars/fridayseries.html](http://gmb.unc.edu/seminars/fridayseries.html)

Fine-mapping octanoic acid tolerance in Drosophila sechellia and reproductive isolation in D. melanogaster  

**The Association Between Body Mass Index and Head and Neck Cancer by Race.** Presented by Dr. Jessica Jensen, UNC Chapel Hill. Held in 2101G McGavran Greenberg at 1pm.

November 2nd  
**The genetics of adaptation and speciation in an RNA virus**  
First annual graduate student-selected Biology faculty speaker  
Presented by Christina Burch, UNC Chapel Hill. Held in Coker 201 at 4pm.

**Design and Utility of Bispecific Antibodies**  
Presented by Dr. Stephen Demarest, Biogen. Sponsored by Biochemistry and Biophysics Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 11am.

**Pharmacogenomics of acute lymphoblastic leukemia**  
Presented by Mary Relling, PharmD, St. Jude children’s Research Hospital. Sponsored by IPIT Seminar Series. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 4pm.

**Surviving and thriving with the infected host: stress response in a human fungal pathogen.**  
Presented by Andrew Alspaugh, MD, Duke University Medical Center. Sponsored by Microbiology and Immunology Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 9:30am.

November 3rd  
**Criminal Intent: What normal progenitors teach us about the biology of brain tumors**  
Presented by Robert J. Wechsler-Reya, PhD, Duke University Medical Center. Sponsored by UNC Lineberger Cancer Center Seminar. Held in 00-002 Joseph S. Pagano Conference Room, UNC Linberger Cancer Center at 4pm.

---

**PhD Comics by Jorge Cham, PhD**

[www.phdcomics.com](http://www.phdcomics.com)
Nov 3rd (con’d)

Asymmetric Autocatalysis and the Origins of Homochirality
Presented by Kenso Soai, PhD, Tokyo University of Science.  Sponsored by MedChem Seminar Series.  Held in 2001 Kerr Hall at 3pm.

“Comparing the localization of organic cation transporter 1 in mouse intestine and human intestine models”
Presented by Kevin Han.  Held in Beard Hall, room 116 from 4:00pm-5:30pm.

November 4th

The Role of Inhibition in Neural Circuit Plasticity and Function
Presented by Yingxi Lin, PhD, Assistant Professor of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, MIT.  Sponsored by Neuroscience Center—Thursday Seminar Series.  Held in 2231 bioinformatics Bldg at 12:30pm.

November 5th

DNA Methylation Profiling in Clinical and Epidemiologic Studies of Cancer
Presented by Dr. Kathleen Conway-Dorsey, UNC Chapel Hill.  Sponsored by Cancer Epidemiology Seminar Series.  Held in 2101G McGavran Greenberg

How to ‘test’ the magnetic imprinting hypothesis of natal homing?

November 8th

“Modulation of Emotional Neural Circuitry: Implications for Alcoholism and Affective Disorders”
Presented by Tom Kash, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, UNC Department of Pharmacology and Bowles Center for Alcohol Studies.  Sponsored by Bowles Center for Alcohol Studies Seminar.  Held in 124 Taylor Hall from 12:30pm-1:30pm

November 9th

Rapid genome evolution and hybrid lethality in Drosophila
Presented by Dan Barbash, Cornell University.  Held in Coker 201 at 4pm.

“Multiscale modeling and design of biological molecules”
Presented by Dr. Nikolay Dokholyan, UNC Chapel Hill.  Sponsored by Biochemistry and Biophysics Seminar.  Held in G202 MBRB from 11am – 12pm.  For more information: http://www.med.unc.edu/biochem/events/2010-fall-seminars/dokholyan

November 10th

APC Regulation of DNA Demethylation in Intestinal Cell Differentiation and Colorectal Cancer
Presented by David A. Jones, PhD, Huntsman Cancer Institute, University of Utah.  Sponsored by UNC Lineberger Cancer Center Seminar.  Held in 00-002 Joseph S. Pagano Conference Room, UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center at 4pm.

Developing Small Molecule Inhibitors of Arfgaps
Presented by Wei Sun, UNC-Ch, School of Pharmacy.  Held in Kerr Hall 2001 at 3pm.
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Nov 10th (con’d)

Eight Meeting of the Globalization of Pharmacy Education Network
Keynote speaker will be Oliver Smithies, DPhil, co-recipient of the 2007 Nobel Prize in Physiology.
His lecture will be titled “Importance of Translating Basic Biomedical Research into Medicine.” Held
4:30 to 5:30 in Alumni Hall, George Watts Hill Alumni Center.

“Albumin as an Endogenous Carrier of Oligonucleotide”
Presented by Patrick Guley. Sponsored by the Division of Molecular Pharmaceutics. Held in Beard Hall, room 116 from 4:00pm – 5:30pm.

November 11th

Measuring Behavioral Phenotypes: Insights from Prader-Willi and Williams Syndromes
Presented by Elisabeth Dykens, PhD, Professor Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Vanderbilt.
Sponsored by Neuroscience Center—Thursday Seminar Series. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics Bldg at 12:30pm. For more information: http://www.med.unc.edu/neuroscience/events/thursday-seminar-series/uncnc-fall-seminar-series-elisabeth-dykens-phd

November 12th

“Cell Polarity Spindle Orientation and Epithelial Morphogenesis”
Presented by Quansheng Du, PhD, Associate Professor-Department of Neurology-Medical College of Georgia. Sponsored by GMB Friday Seminars. Held in G100 Bondurant Hall at 12pm.

A new phylogenetic framework for the Bivalvia

November 16th

The developmental physiology and evolution of body size: Studies with Manduca sexta
Presented by Fred Nijhout, Duke University. Held in Coker 201 at 4pm.

Vibrio cholerae and cholera: Vaccine development, TLRS activation and in vivo gene expression
Presented by James Kaper, PhD, University of Maryland School of Medicine. Sponsored by Microbiology and Immunology Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 9:30am.

Histone Acetylation and The DNA Damage Response
Presented by Alain Verreault, Montreal. Sponsored by Biochemistry and Biophysics Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics from 11am-12pm. For more information: http://www.med.unc.edu/biochem/events/2010-fall-seminars/verreault

Genetics and Therapy of Myeloid Malignancies
Presented by Levine Ross, MD, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. Sponsored by Hematology/Oncology Grand Rounds. Held in 00-0002 Joseph S. Pagano Conference Room, UNC Lineberger Cancer Center at 4pm.

SPECIAL Topic: Ethics Discussion with Center for Genomics & Society
Sponsored by GMB Tuesday Seminars. Held in Pagano Conference Room of Linberger Cancer Center at 9am.
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November 17th
"Chemical Approaches for Interrogating RNA Tertiary Structure"
Presented by Phil Holman. Sponsored by the Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Natural Products. Held in Kerr Hall, room 2001 from 3:00pm – 4:30pm.

"Physicochemical characterization of a prodrug chelating agent for radionuclide decorporation"
Presented by Katsuhiko Sueda, Sponsored by the Division of Molecular Pharmaceutics. Held in Beard Hall, room 116 from 4:00pm – 5:30pm.

Meta-Analysis of Dose-Finding Studies.

November 19th
Joint Effects of Alcohol Consumption and Polymorphism in Alcohol and Oxidative Stress Metabolism Genes on Risk of Head and Neck Cancer
Presented by Dr. Anne Hakenewerth, UNC Chapel Hill. Sponsored by Cancer Epidemiology Seminar Series. Held in 2101G McGavran Greenberg at 1pm.

Responses of AdElie penguins to increased breeding constraints

November 22nd
Mechanotransduction in the Vasculature
Presented by Ellie Tzima, PhD, Assistant Professor, Cell & Molecular Physiology. Sponsored by Cell & Molecular Physiology. Held in G202 MBRB at 12pm.

November 23rd
Genomics of Tolerance
Presented by Christophe Benoist, MD, PhD, Harvard Medical School. Sponsored by Microbiology and Immunology Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 9:30am.

November 29th
“Binge Alcohol Drinking is Associated with GABAA alpha2-Regulated Innate immunity in the Central Amygdala”
Presented by Harry June, Ph.D., Professor of Psychiatry, Director of Substance Abuse, Professor of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, University of Maryland School of Medicine. Held in 124 Taylor Hall from 12:30pm -1:30pm.

November 30th
Generation neurons and glia one step at a time
Presented by Dr. Steve Crews, UNC Biochemistry and Biophysics. Sponsored by Biochemistry and Biophysics Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics at 11am.

Defining the earliest events of HIV sexual transmission
Presented by Thomas Hope, PhD, Northwestern University Medical School. Sponsored by Microbiology and Immunology Seminar. Held in 1131 Bioinformatics 9:30am
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November 1st
Galaxy
Galaxy is a web based tool that allows users to input data sets from a variety of sources, including the UCSC Browser and Ensembl, and manipulate and analyze these data sets. A variety of types of sequence/text manipulation tools are available. These include a variety of common Linux/Unix type functions and all of the EMBoss tools. Its major role is in enabling a variety of genomics level manipulations on custom large data sets, including some analyses useful for Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data. The use of these NGS tools will be covered. Galaxy has a workflow generation capability so that users can set up pipelines based on tools within Galaxy, save them and re-use them. All attendees should go to: http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/ and register for an account under the User dropdown menu prior to the workshop. 24 seats available. Held in HSL – 307 from 2pm – 4pm.

Galaxy (Online)
Galaxy is a web based tool that allows users to input data sets from a variety of sources, including the UCSC Browser and Ensembl, and manipulate and analyze these data sets. A variety of types of sequence/text manipulation tools are available. These include a variety of common Linux/Unix type functions and all of the EMBoss tools. Its major role is in enabling a variety of genomics level manipulations on custom large data sets, including some analyses useful for Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data. The use of these NGS tools will be covered. Galaxy has a workflow generation capability so that users can set up pipelines based on tools within Galaxy, save them and re-use them. All attendees should go to: http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/ and register for an account under the User dropdown menu prior to the workshop. 1 seats available. Held Online from 2pm – 4pm.

November 2nd
Creating Effective Assignments
Held in 318 Wilson Library, CFE Conference Room from 12:30pm – 1:30pm. For more information: http://www.abcsignup.com/reg/event_page.aspx?ek=0052-0006-a4040151c4834d41bb998a60a3b43d9f. To register: https://itsapps.unc.edu/abcsignup/ABCServlet

RefWorks
This workshop will cover several of the widely used tools that are commonly being used for accessing and analyzing SNP data. This will include an introduction covering some of the basic concepts and background of HapMap and this will be followed by a hands-on guide through the HapMap website, the SNP analysis tool Haploview and the HapMart website. 21 seats available. Held in HSL-307 from 3pm – 4pm.

November 4th
Carolina Seeds of Innovation
Sponsored by the Office of Technology Development. Held in Sitterson Hall, Room 014 from 5:30pm – 6:30pm. Networking Session at Top of the Hill Restaurant & Brewery, Tank Room—2nd floor from 6:30pm- 8:30pm. For more information: http://otd.unc.edu/carolina_innovations_seminar.php

November 5th
How to be an Effective Mentor
Held in Carroll Hall, Freedom Forum Conference Center from 12:00pm-1:30pm. For more information: http://www.abcsignup.com/reg/event_page.aspx?ek=0052-0006-aa257a76f844d096295d4aaeb0531e To register: https://itsapps.unc.edu/abcsignup/ABCServlet

Mouse Handling and Techniques
The IACUC Mouse Handling and Techniques class is a hands-on wet lab designed to teach students basic techniques in mouse handling. Techniques taught include restraint, simple injections, bleeding techniques, anesthesia, and euthanasia. Prerequisites: Research Profile, Lab Worker Form, Animal Handler Form, and IACUC/DLAM on-line orientation (http://cfx3.research.unc.edu/iacuc_reg/). Sponsored by Office of Animal Care and Use. Held in Glaxo 148 from 1:00pm-3:30pm. This event is full. To join waitlist: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/reg_person_auth.cfm?event_id=22688&new=1
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November 6th
6th Annual UNC Eating Disorder Conference
Author of "Born Round: A story of Family, Food and a Ferocious Appetite"
Presented by Frank Bruni, former New York Times food critic. Sponsored by the UNC Eating Disorders Program and the UNC Center for Women's Mood Disorders. Held in The Friday Center from 8am-5pm.

November 8th
HapMap Resources (Online)
This workshop will cover several of the widely used tools that are commonly being used for accessing and analyzing SNP data. This will include an introduction covering some of the basic concepts and background of HapMap and this will be followed by a hands-on guide through the HapMap website, the SNP analysis tool Haploview and the HapMart website. 9 seats available. Held Online from 2pm – 4pm.

HapMap Resources
This workshop will cover several of the widely used tools that are commonly being used for accessing and analyzing SNP data. This will include an introduction covering some of the basic concepts and background of HapMap and this will be followed by a hands-on guide through the HapMap website, the SNP analysis tool Haploview and the HapMart website. 21 seats available. Held in HSL – 307 from 2pm – 4pm.

November 9th
Basic EndNote
This Basic EndNote class will touch on the fundamental functions of the EndNote software. Building your library, managing your sources, and inserting your citations into your documents will be the focus of what we will cover. This class is structured for new to beginning users. 3 seats available. Held in HSL-329 from 3pm – 4pm

International Coffee Hour
All international and American students, scholars, faculty, staff, and families welcome! Registration not necessary. Held in 4003 FedEx Global Education Building from 5pm – 6pm.

Aseptic Techniques
The IACUC Aseptic Techniques class is a hands-on wet lab designed to teach students how to maintain a sterile field during survival rodent surgery. This course is mandatory for all Laboratory Animal Coordinators in laboratories performing sterile rodent surgery. All UNC rodent users who will be performing sterile survival surgeries are encouraged to attend. Alternatively, training and certification may be provided through a certified proficient Laboratory Animal Coordinator. Prerequisites: Research Profile, Lab Worker Form, Animal Handler Form, and IACUC/DLAM on-line orientation (http://cfx3.research.unc.edu/iacuc_reg/) Sponsored by Office of Animal care and Use. Held in Glaxo 148 from 1:00pm – 3:30pm. This event is full. To join the waitlist:http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/reg_person_auth.cfm?event_id=22691&new=1

November 10th
Visual Media in the Classroom
Held in Undergraduate Library, Room 205 from 10am-11:30am. For more information: http://www.abcsignup.com/reg/event_page.aspx?ek=0052-0006-4f176c5595e648b987463a59fe4a7941.To register: https://itsapps.unc.edu/abcsignup/ABCServlet

Sequence Similarity Search: BLAST (NIH Library class via videoconferencing)
This course offers a practical introduction to nucleotide and protein sequence similarity searching using NCBI's BLAST family of programs. Exercises range from simple searches to creative uses of the BLAST programs. Topics to be covered include: - Advantages of different BLAST programs such as blastn, blastp, tblastn and when to use which one - How to limit your searches to make them more specific - How to understand the results. 12 seats available. Held in HSL-307 from 10:00am – 12:30pm.
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Nov 10th (con’d)
Careers in Biology Panel
Hear professionals discuss opportunities in this career area. Business casual attire recommended. RSVP is preferred but not required. Held in 107 Wilson Hall from 6pm – 7pm.

Laboratory Animal Coordinator Lecture
The Laboratory Animal Coordinator (LAC) Lecture orients newly appointed Coordinators to the duties and responsibilities of being a LAC. This lecture is mandatory for all newly appointed LAC’s and all Principal Investigators are encouraged to attend. Class size is extremely limited, so newly appointed LAC’s or PI’s are given preferential seating. Held in Glaxo 148 from 10:00am-10:45am. To register: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/reg_person_auth.cfm?event_id=22697&new=1

November 11th
Establishing North Carolina Residency for Tuition Purposes
This is an informational session about the application process to apply for North Carolina residency for tuition purposes. Representatives will be on hand to field questions about the process. Held in Graduate Student Center, 211A West Cameron Ave from 2pm – 3pm. To register: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/browse_single.cfm?New=1&event_id=22728

November 12th
10th Annual UNC Cancer Center Oncology Protocol Conference, Health Care Reform and Clinical Research
Online registration begins October 4, 2010. Registration deadline is November 12, 2010. Fee is $50. For additional information please call 919-966-4432. Held in William and Ida Friday Center, Chapel Hill, NC at 8:30pm.

High Impact Hepatology Symposium
An Update from the Major Liver Meetings. Held in the Rizzo Conference Center, Chapel Hill, NC from 4:30pm-2:30pm. For more information: http://www.highimpact-hepatology.com/

Finding a Mentor and Getting the Mentoring Relationship
Held in Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room from 12:00pm – 1:30pm. For more information: http://www.abcsignup.com/reg/event_page.aspx?ek=0052-0006-a693ef27059c4e85944ee14fe3d8eefb. To register: https://itsapps.unc.edu/abcsignup/ABCServlet

Finding Funding for Students in the Health Sciences
Held in 307 Health Sciences Library from 3:00pm – 11:30am. Contact the GrantSource Library at 962-3463 for more information.

November 16th
International Careers Networking Night
Meet with local working professionals in an informal environment to make contacts and learn about careers. Refreshments will be served. Business casual attire recommended. Please RSVP by logging into Careerolina on the UCS homepage. Once logged in - select the Events tab and RSVP to International Careers Networking Night. Held in FedEx Global Center from 5:15pm – 6:45pm

November 17th
Teaching Portfolios
Teaching portfolios are becoming increasingly important for marketing one’s teaching credentials for new positions and for promotion and tenure in many schools. In this workshop, participants will learn the basic format of a teaching portfolio and develop ideas for their own portfolios whether they are beginning a job search or are under consideration for tenure or promotion in a current position. Lunch provided. Held in Graduate Student Center, 211A West Cameron Ave. from 12pm – 1:30pm. To register: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/browse_single.cfm?New=1&event_id=22765
Tools for Creating and Managing Your Own Digital Image Teaching Collection
In this workshop you will learn how to:
effectively search for images appropriate to your teaching topics,
create and manage image groups that you can share with your students,
add your own image to a "personal collections" workspace, and;
download your images to use in PowerPoint or Keynote.
Focus will be on the ARTstor system, but don't let the "ART" in its name throw you off. ARTstor is not only a digital library of nearly one million images in the arts, architecture, humanities, and social sciences, it also includes a robust "personal collections" workspace that allows you to integrate your own digital images with those found in ARTstor. Facilitated by Heather Gendron, Art Librarian, and JJ Bauer, Visual Resources Curator. Held in Davis Library, Room 247 from 2pm – 3pm. For more information: http://www.abcsignup.com/reg/event_page.aspx?ek=0052-0006-61318995948241daaf313b263ddcb5dc To register: https://itsapps.unc.edu/abcsignup/ABCServlet

Rat Handling and Techniques
The IACUC Rat Handling and Techniques class is a hands-on wet lab designed to teach students basic techniques in rat handling. Techniques taught include restraint, simple injections, bleeding techniques, anesthesia, and euthanasia. This course is mandatory for all Laboratory Animal Coordinators in laboratories working with live rats. All UNC rat handlers are welcome to attend. Alternatively, training and certification may be provided through a certified proficient Laboratory Animal Coordinator. Prerequisites: Research Profile, Lab Worker Form, Animal Handler Form, and IACUC/DLAM on-line orientation (http://cfx3.research.unc.edu/iacuc_reg/). Sponsored by Office of Animal care and Use. Held in Glaxo 148 from 10:00am -12:30pm. To register: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/reg_person_auth.cfm?event_id=22693&new=1

November 18th
Master’s and PhD Career Fair
This event is sponsored by a consortium of six outstanding North Carolina graduate schools including NC State, Duke, UNC-Chapel Hill, UNC-Charlotte, UNC-Greensboro, and Wake Forest. Participating employers can expect up to 350 masters, doctoral, and postdoctoral candidates in science, engineering, humanities and social sciences to attend. Open to: Graduate students and postdocs in all disciplines. View participating organizations at http://csc.dept.uncg.edu/phdfair/PhDFair2010.pdf RSVP is preferred but not required. Held in the Friday Center from 1:00pm – 4:30pm.

November 19th
Sell Yourself: CV and Cover Letter Writing
This is an informational session about the application process to apply for North Carolina residency for tuition purposes. Representatives will be on hand to field questions about the process. Held in Graduate Student Center, 211A West Cameron Ave. from 9:00am – 10:30am. To register: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/browse_single.cfm?New=1&event_id=22757

What to Expect When You’re Expecting @ UNC
A monthly orientation & information session for expectant undergraduate students, graduate and professional students, and postdoctoral scholars. Partners welcome! Topics covered include: parental leave policies, academic and career concerns, where to find support on campus, and more. REGISTRATION REQUIRED: contact Ashley Fogle. Held in The Carolina Women’s Center, 215 W. Cameron Avenue from 12pm – 2pm.

Advanced EndNote
This class is designed as a hands-on workshop for users with some EndNote experience. We will review how to import references most efficiently, using the "Cite While You Write" feature, and some more advanced features such as finding full-text and editing output styles. Please bring your questions. 5 seats available. Held in HSL- 329 from 10-11am.
November 30th
Mouse Handling and Techniques

The IACUC Mouse Handling and Techniques class is a hands-on wet lab designed to teach students basic techniques in mouse handling. Techniques taught include restraint, simple injections, bleeding techniques, anesthesia, and euthanasia. This course is mandatory for all Laboratory Animal Coordinators in laboratories working with live mice. All UNC mouse handlers are welcome to attend. Alternatively, training and certification may be provided through a certified proficient Laboratory Animal Coordinator. **Prerequisites:** Research Profile, Lab Worker Form, Animal Handler Form, and IACUC/DLAM on-line orientation (http://cfx3.research.unc.edu/iacuc_reg/). Sponsored by Office of Animal Care and Use. Held in Glaxo 148 from 10:00am-12:30pm. This event is full. To join waitlist: http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/reg_person_auth.cfm?event_id=22689&new=1.
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Kid friendly activities are in red

**Groupon**
Groupon is a website that offers deals on things to do, services, and places to eat in your area.
http://www.groupon.com/raleigh-durham/

**Durham Performing Arts Center:**
October 30th-November 14th: Billy Elliot the Musical
November 17th: Celtic Thunder
November 18th: QDR Country for the Kids Concert
November 20th: Joe Bonamassa
November 26th: Cedric the Entertainer
http://www.dpacnc.com/default.asp?dpac=11&urlkeyword=events-tickets&searchResults=all

**Durham events calendar**
http://www.durham-nc.com/visitors/event_cal.php

**Shows at Cat’s Cradle:**
http://www.catscradle.com/schedule.html

**UNC Music Department Performances and Events**
http://music.unc.edu/calendars/thecalendar
Free

**Full Carolina Athletics Schedule:**

**Bar Events:**
Comprehensive list of drink specials and bar events in the area, put out weekly:
http://www.thestagger.com/

**Ongoing local events:**
**Fridays on the Front Porch**—5pm-8pm
Popular end-of-the-work-week celebration that takes place every Friday from 5-8PM. This fun event features live bluegrass music, a southern picnic buffet, drink specials, and comfortable seating on the shady front porch and lawn. Big Fat Gaps performs.
The Carolina Inn - 211 Pittsboro Street - Chapel Hill
(919) 933-2001 - http://www.carolinainn.com/
No cover charge

**Saturday Free Tour at the NC Botanical Garden**—10am
Learn about NC’s amazing native flora on a free tour of the display gardens every Saturday morning, 10 a.m. Meet in the Pegg Exhibit Hall of the Garden's Education Center. Guides also lead tours of the recently completed environmentally friendly Education Center once a month on Saturday at 1:30 p.m., providing a behind-the-scenes look at the unique features that make this one of the most efficient buildings in the state of North Carolina. Next building tour is September 11.
North Carolina Botanical Garden Education Center - 100 Old Mason Farm Rd - Chapel Hill
(919) 962-0522 - http://ncbg.unc.edu/ Free
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**Durham Farmers' Market (Wednesdays)**—3:30-6:30pm
The market offers a wide variety of produce and fruits, antibiotic and hormone free meats, free range eggs, artisan cheeses, cut flowers, fresh baked goods, preserves, handmade soaps and fine crafts. All items sold at the market are locally produced within 70 miles of Durham. The Pavilion at Durham Central Park, 501 Foster St. (919) 484-3084

**Durham Farmers' Market (Saturdays)**—8am-12pm
Vendors offering locally grown fruits and vegetables, meats, eggs, cut flowers, potted plants, artisanal cheeses and breads, home-baked pies, honey, handmade chocolates, preserves, local wines, handmade soaps, pottery, jewelry and artwork of all sorts. (Fruits and vegetables are seasonal and include only things that actually grow in North Carolina.)
The Pavilion at Durham Central Park, 501 Foster St. (919) 484-3084

**Live for Life Farmers Market (Fridays)**—11am-2pm
Featuring locally-grown fruits and vegetables, potted flowers and plants, sweet honey, baked breads and healthy lunches. Guest presentations highlighting the unique talents of Duke employees/students will be scheduled throughout the season.
Green space beyond Mudd Library near the Bryan Research Center, Duke University
(919) 684-3136

**Thirsty Thursday Wine Tastings at Chapel Hill Wine Company**—5pm-7pm
Thirsty Thursdays Wine tastings will run 5-7 p.m. every Thursday. Usually FREE, but there will be times when there may be a small fee (when there is a fee, it will be credited towards any wine purchases made at the event). For details, visit website below or call.
Chapel Hill Wine Company - 2809 Homestead Road - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1884 - http://www.chapelhillwinecompany.com/

**Weekly Wine Tastings**—5pm
FREE tastings weekly, alternating between Friday & Saturday.
The Wine Cellar, 5850 Fayetteville Rd.
(919) 806-3111

**Sunday Science**—11am-2pm
Visit the Gardens for simple drop-in science or craft projects for children and families, which include something to make and take home. Location noted each week at the information desk. FREE.
The Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.
(919) 684-3698

"**Color Balance**" Art Exhibit—9am-4:30pm Tue-Fri.
Works by modernist abstraction painter Felrath Hines. FREE admission.
September 19, 2010 - December 10, 2010
North Carolina Central University Art Museum, 1801 Fayetteville St
(919) 530-6211
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Vorticism is an abstracted figurative style, combining machine-age forms and the energetic imagery suggested by a vortex. The short-lived but pivotal modernist movement spanned the years of World War I (1914-1918). This is the first museum exhibition devoted to this Anglo-American movement to be presented in the United States. Admission $5, $4 seniors, $3 non-Duke students, FREE for kids under 16 and Duke students and faculty.
September 30, 2010 - January 2, 2011
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, 2001 Campus Dr. (919) 684-5135

**Fall Pumpkin Harvest Festival** – 9am-6pm Mon-Sat, 10am-6pm Sun.
Pick pumpkins from a genuine pumpkin patch, hayrides, crop mazes, farm animals, hay mountain, corn crib, picnics, parties, school field trips, group functions, fun, learning farm experience Admission $12.50/person age 2 & up.
Ganyard Hill Farm, 407 Sherron Rd. (919) 596-8728

**16th Annual Orange County Open Studio Tour** – Sat. 10am-5pm; Sun. 12pm-5pm
Over 65 artists will participate in this juried event, opening their studios located throughout including Chapel Hill, Carrboro, Hillsborough and surrounding areas. The Tour is free and open to the public. Nationally and locally known artists will exhibit and sell work in their studios, presenting a rare opportunity to see where artists manifest their inspirations! Visitors will enjoy meeting the artists in a casual atmosphere. The event represents arts and crafts of many media and styles, from metal sculptures to oil paintings, basketry to jewelry, and ceramics to fiber art. The Studio Tour will be complete with a map where participants can view the artists’ work to plan their route. Sponsored by the Orange County Artists Guild.
Various locations - Orange County  (919) 932-3438 – www.orangecountyartistsguild.com/ Free

**Monday Night Jazz** – 8:30pm-11:00pm
With various guest artists.
Beyú Caffé, 335 W Main St.
(919) 683-1058

**NOVEMBER 1ST**

**New Media Reports Old Politics: A Look at the 2010 Midterm Elections** –
New Media Reports Old Polics: A Look at the 2010 Midterm Elections. Lecturer: Leroy Towns. $15 general admission, $5 to GAA members. George Watts Hill Alumni Center Royall Room - Stadium Dr - Chapel Hill  http://alumni.unc.edu/learning  $15 general admission

**NC Latin American Film Festival**
Feature length movies, documentaries, animation, short movies, and video art from the Americas. See website or individual listings for schedule. FREE admission.
November 1 - 20, 2010
Various locations. dukeclacs@gmail.com
NOVEMBER 2ND

'Celebrate Women' Lecture Series at Dina Porter in University Mall—6:30pm
Speaker: Personal Finance Panel Moderated by Gail Fairbanks and featuring: Karen Bonardi, Pamela Brehler, Pam Parker, Beth Tillman, and Nan Van Der Puy. Attendance is limited in some of the lectures. An RSVP is required for each lecture. Please contact Susan Coker at dinaporter@aol.com. Dina Porter - University Mall - Chapel Hill (919) 929-4449 - http://dinaporter.com/sales.asp Free

Civil War Programs at UNC—7:00pm-9:00pm
'Antebellum Presidents,' Lecturer: Fred W. Kiger. Class tuition is $30 ($25 for GAA members). George Watts Hill Alumni Center - Royal Room - Chapel Hill http://alumni.unc.edu/learning $30

PlayMakers Repertory Company - 'Fences'—7:30pm
'Fences' by August Wilson: Oct. 27 to Nov. 14, 2010. Paul Green Theatre. Frustration, despair, searching for dignity...to be black and male in mid-century America. Struggling against inescapable burdens of intergenerational and societal limitations, an embittered ex-Negro League ballplayer and his family take us on a profound emotional journey. PlayMakers proudly presents the long overdue debut of an August Wilson play in its main-stage season. The New York Times said that August Wilson combines 'the poet's ear for venacular with a robust sense of humor...a sure instinct for crackling dramatic incident and a passionate commitment to a great subject.' Center for Dramatic Art - Country Club Road - Chapel Hill (919) 962-7529 - http://www.playmakersrep.org/ $10-$45 depending on performance

Swing and Salsa Dance!—8:30pm
Swing and Salsa Dance! UNC Jazz Band and Charanga Carolina. $5 general admission. Kenan Rehearsal Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://music.unc.edu/ $5

Kiwanis Pancake Sale - All-You-Can-Eat Pancakes and Sausage—4pm Tues; 6:30am-8pm Wed. Proceeds benefit local non-profits, community service projects, sponsored youth and young children's programs of Kiwanis Clubs of Tobaccoland and Friendly City. Tickets $6, available from club members, any Durham location of Cardinal State Bank, or at the door. Eat-in or takeout! Tickets $6. Durham Armory, 220 Foster St. info@kctdurham.org

NOVEMBER 3RD

The Economics of North Carolina: Leaping into the 21st Century—2:30pm-4:00pm
The Economics of North Carolina: Leaping into the 21st Century. Lecturer: Patrick Conway. $15 general admission, $5 to GAA members. George Watts Hill Alumni Center Royall Room - Stadium Dr - Chapel Hill http://alumni.unc.edu/learning $15 general admission

UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival—4pm
UNC-Duke Chopin/Shumann Festival. Wednesday at 4 Student Recital. Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://music.unc.edu
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Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—7:30pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-François disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill  (919) 968-1515 - Website  Tickets $17, $15 seniors, $12 students

First Wednesday: Artists of Golden Belt—11am-4pm
A concentration of talented visual artists will be on hand in their studios working on new creations and ready to engage with you about their work. Shop for that unique art piece, photograph, necklace or bag and learn about the artists' inspirations. FREE admission.
Golden Belt Artist Studios, 807 E Main St.
info@goldenbeltarts.com

Open Mic (Live Music)—7:30pm
Bring your performing talents: sing, play an instrument or spit your spoken word. Original music preferred. Must be pg-rated. FREE admission.
Broad Street Café, 1116 Broad St.
(919) 416-9707

The Theme Is Blackness Festival—8:15pm
November 3 - 6, 2010
Manbites Dog Theater Company, 703 Foster St.
(919) 682-3343

NOVEMBER 4TH
Homer's Comedic Genius—2:30pm-4:00pm
Homer's Comedic Genius. Lecturer: Jessica Wolfe. $15 general admission, $5 to GAA members. George Watts Hill Alumni Center Royall Room - Stadium Dr - Chapel Hill  Website  http://alumni.unc.edu/learning

Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—7:30pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-François disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill  (919) 968-1515 - Website  Tickets $17, $15 seniors, $12 students

WSN Series & Music on the Hill—7:30pm
William S. Newman Series Event & Music on the Hill, UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival, Opening Gala Concert: Chamber of Music of Schumann. Susan Dunn, soprano, Donald Oehler, clarinet, Andrew McAfee, horn, Richard Luby, violin, Jonathan Bagg, viola, Fred Raimi, cello, David Heid and Jane Hawkins, piano. $15 general admission ($10 UNC students, faculty and staff). A single ticket provides admission to the entire festival. For information and tickets call (919) 843-3333. Memorial Hall - Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill  (919) 843-3333 - Website  $15 general admission
Thursday Night Jazz—8-10pm
Enjoy music by jazz students from NCCU. FREE admission.
Beyú Caffé, 335 W. Main St.
(919) 683-1058

Walk on the Wild Side—11am-12pm
Explore wild North Carolina in these walks through our Blomquist Garden of Native Plants. Join curator Stefan Bloodworth on the first Thursday of every month to discover native flowers and design strategies, and discuss ecology and your role in protecting the health of our planet. Cost $5.
The Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.
(919) 684-3698

Troika Music Festival—5pm-until Thurs.-Fri.; 8pm-until Sat.
November 4 - 6, 2010
Multiple locations: see schedule.
(252) 414-2874

NOVEMBER 5TH
Jammin Baby with Erica Berry—9am
Jammin Baby is pleased to present this Music Together 10-week program for families with children birth through 5 years. Music Together is the pioneer in early childhood music curriculum. Spaces are limited. For more information and to register visit: http://www.jamminbaby.com/Registration.asp.
Kidzu Children's Museum - 105 E Franklin St - Chapel Hill (919) 933-1455 - http://kidzuchildrensmuseum.org/

Carolina Alumnus, former New York Times restaurant critic Frank Bruni to speak at UNC—4pm
'An Extraordinary Journalistic Adventure', Frank Bruni will take the audience on a lively journey through his varied, versatile career in journalism that has spanned movie coverage, Vatican reporting, the presidential campaign trail, and restaurant criticism. From flying on the Pope's plane, to sitting on the back porch in Kennebunkport with George H.W. Bush and Barbara Bush, to dining with Sarah Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick, to riding in a Bradley Fighting Vehicle across Saddam Hussein's Iraq for several days, Frank's career has run a fascinating gamut. A book signing will follow. Carroll Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill

First Fridays Wine Tastings at Hillsborough Wine Company—5pm-7pm
First Fridays Wine tastings will run 5-7 p.m. the first Friday of every month. Usually FREE, but there will be times when there may be a small fee (when there is a fee, it will be credited towards any wine purchases made at the event). For details, visit website below or call.

UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival—5pm
UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival, UNC and Duke Student Recital.
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://music.unc.edu/
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**UNC Men's Soccer**—7pm
UNC vs. Clemson
Fetzer Field - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  (919) 962-6000 - http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/  $5

**UNC Women's Volleyball**—7pm
UNC vs. Wake Forest
Carmichael Arena - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/  Free

**UNC Men's Basketball**—7:30pm
Barton College (exhibition)
Dean Smith Center - Skipper Bowles Dr - Chapel Hill
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/

**Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives**—8pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-Francois disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill  (919) 968-1515 – http://www.deepdishtheater.org/  Tickets $19, $17 seniors, $12 students

**Omara Portuondo**—8pm
A living legend in Cuba, Omara Portuondo gained international fame as the female star of 'Buena Vista Social Club.' Beginning her career as a dancer in Havana's famous Tropicana cabaret, she went on to sing with some of the most important and beloved Cuban bands, including Cuarteto d'Aida and Orquesta Aragon. With two critically acclaimed solo albums for World Circuit and sold-out international tours, her latest album 'Gracias' celebrates her sixth decade as an entertainer. Memorial Hall - 114 E. Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill  (919) 843-3333 - http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946

**The Best of Broadway**—8pm
Richard Wall Presents The Best of Broadway, back by popular demand, Special Broadway Musical Benefit. Holy Trinity Lutheran Church - Reception Hall - Chapel Hill  (919) 942-0972

**Transactors Improv: Gratitude**—8pm
Transactors explores gratitude. What are you thankful for and why? Give it some thought because Gratitude is based on your ideas. The ArtsCenter - 300 E Main St - Carrboro  (919) 929-2787 - http://www.artscenterlive.org/  $14 ($12 ArtsClub members, $7 students)

**UNC Loreleis' Fall Jam**—8pm
Come check out the UNC Loreleis' Annual Fall Jam, for 2 nights only in Gerrard Hall on UNC's campus. The Loreleis are Carolina's premiere all-female a cappella group and have been part of the university a cappella tradition for nearly 30 years! Join us for a night of fun music from all genres for ALL ages! Tickets can be purchased in advance (http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/tickets/) and at the door. We hope to see you there! Gerrard Hall - 118 E. Cameron Ave. - Chapel Hill  http://www.loreleis.com/  $8 in advance, $10 at the door
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UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival, Randall Love, piano—8pm
UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival. Randall Love, piano. $15 general admission ($10 students, faculty and staff). A single ticket provides admission to the entire festival. For information and tickets call (919) 962-1039. Person Recital Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill (919) 962-1039 - http://music.unc.edu/

Comparative Literature UniVarsity Film Series—9pm
This screening will begin with a brief introduction by a UNC professor, our aim is to share with the broader community some of the exciting work that is being done in cinema studies at UNC, while also screening films that people might not get a chance to see on the big screen. For the Fall 2010 semester, we will be showing-casing the works of Roman Polanski. This evenings screening will be 'The Pianist.' Introduction by Professor Rich Cante, Communication Studies. The Varsity Theater - 123 E Franklin St - Chapel Hill (919) 967-8665 http://www.varsityonfranklin.com/ Free and Open to the Public

Autumn in the Arboretum—7:30pm
The Culberson Asiatic Arboretum holds many fascinating plants, displayed in beautiful and ever-changing combinations. Curator Paul Jones and horticulturist Michelle Stay Rawlins will guide you to little-known garden spaces and unique plants. Meet at the Doris Duke Center.
Duke University West Campus 420 Anderson St Durham NC,27708

Carolina Medical Mission Benefit Show Featuring Anthea Neri—7:30pm
New York-based international threat: singer, dancer, actress, Anthea Neri’s talent ranges from Pop to Broadway. Tickets $20-$50, $10 kids/students general admission.
Carolina Theatre, 309 W. Morgan St.
(919) 560-3030

Friday Night Blues—9pm
Admission $3.
Beyu Caffe, 335 W Main St.
(919) 683-1058

Moonlight & Starlight Paddle
Enjoy the wildlife, soak in the moonrays & starshine, and experience the sounds of nature. These very leisurely paddles are suitable for just about anyone. Pre-registration required. Cost $25 per person (canoe), $30 per person (kayak).
Three Rivers Area on the western end of Falls Lake. See webpage for map (919) 949-4315

Mysti Mayhem (Live Music)—9pm
Silky vocals and great acoustic. FREE to patrons.
Six Plates Winebar, 2812 Erwin Rd. Ste 104
(919) 321-0203

Retrofantasma Film Series—7:30pm
Retrofantasma is a monthly film series of double-features dedicated to bringing classic horror movies back to the big screen in 35mm. Tickets $7.
Carolina Theatre of Durham Inc., 309 W Morgan St.
(919) 560-3030
The Nields Concert Benefiting UMD—7pm
UMD provides shelter/food/clothes/medical and other services to Durham's needy. Tickets $20, $15 in advance, $8 for kids 12 and younger.
St. Philip's Episcopal Church, 403 E. Main St.
(919) 682-5708

Wine Tastings—4:30pm-6:30pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE.
Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St.
(919) 286-2290

Ralph Lemon—8pm
‘How Can You Stay In The House All Day & Not Go Anywhere?’ Classically-trained dancer, acclaimed choreographer, and conceptual artist whose seamless mixed-media performances draw on dance, video, recorded sound, and visual art to link specific human experiences to universal themes. Tickets $26-$34, $5 Duke students.
November 5 - 6, 2010. Reynolds Industries Theater in Duke's Bryan Center, Science Dr. (919) 684-4444

Frill Seekers Bazaar Holiday Market—10am-5pm
Showcasing the "best in show" of exhibitors, both local & national with the latest in unique & trendy gifts, personalized products, apparel, art & sculpture, jewelry, handmade, handbags, home & garden decor, gourmet food & beverage products, party supplies, frills for pets & more. Portion of proceeds will benefit the Autism Society of NC. Tickets $6, $5 seniors (65+).
November 5 - 7, 2010
Durham Bulls Athletic Park Concourse, 409 Blackwell St.
(919) 687-6500

NOVEMBER 6TH
5th Annual Walk for Animal Protection—9am
Paws4Ever is holding the 5th annual Walk for Animal Protection in Southern Village. The event begins at 9am and the 2 mile fun walk begins at 12pm. Registration is $25 and pre-registration is recommended at www.paws4ever.org. Each registrant receives an event t-shirt and the first 200 to register also receive a logo sports bottle. The event features contests, live music, demonstrations (Agility, Flyball, Frisbee, Drill Team), kid activities, a 2-mile Fun Walk, vendors, and much, much more! All proceeds go to benefit the lifesaving works of Paws4Ever, the triangle's leading non-profit no-kill rescue organization and training center.
Southern Village Green - Market St - Chapel Hill  http://paws4ever.org/

Frank Bruni will speak—12pm.
Frank Bruni, former New York Times restaurant critic and UNC alumni will give a luncheon talk at the 6th Annual UNC Conference on Eating Disorders at the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. He will discuss some of the themes explored in his New York Times-bestselling book 'Born Round.' He will talk on childhood obesity, diet and fitness, the restaurant scene, and being the New York Times restaurant critic. The William and Ida Friday Center - 100 Friday Center Dr - Chapel Hill  http://www.med.unc.edu/cme/events/the-mind-body-solution-womens-mental-health-and-wellness
UNC Women’s Volleyball-6pm
UNC vs. Duke
Carmichael Arena - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill

Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives-8pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-Francois disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1515 – http://www.deepdishtheater.org/  Tickets $19, $17 seniors, $12 students

PlaySlam! The 8th Annual PlaySlam!–8pm
PlaySlam! Where the audience calls the shots! This is theatre at its liveliest and least rehearsed and voting at its most irregular! Join us for an evening of convivial competition in which one-minute plays vie for fame and fortune and the audience calls the shots. PlaySlam! is and ArtsCenter original, in conjunction with the Playwrights Roundtable.
The ArtsCenter - 300 E Main St - Carrboro (919) 929-2787 - http://www.artscenterlive.org/ Tickets $5

UNC Loreleis' Fall Jam-8pm
Come check out the UNC Loreleis' Annual Fall Jam, for 2 nights only in Gerrard Hall on UNC's campus. The Loreleis are Carolina's premiere all-female a cappella group and have been part of the university a cappella tradition for nearly 30 years! Join us for a night of fun music from all genres for ALL ages! Tickets can be purchased in advance (http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/tickets/) and at the door. We hope to see you there! Gerrard Hall - 118 E. Cameron Ave. - Chapel Hill http://www.loreleis.com/  $8 in advance, $10 at the door

Bird Walks
Enjoy an early morning stroll in the Gardens with fellow bird enthusiasts and Cynthia Fox, of Chapel Hill's Wild Bird Center. Cynthia will help you to spot, identify and learn more about the birds that call this region home, even temporarily. Don't miss this opportunity to experience that one remarkable bird sighting. Children are welcome if they are age 8 or older. Please bring binoculars. Duke University West Campus 420 Anderson St Durham NC,27708

Comedian Mike Birbiglia—8pm
From Comedy Central to "This American Life," Mike Birbiglia's real-life reflections and dry delivery have made him one of the fastest-rising stars in the comedy world. Tickets $24-$32.
Carolina Theatre of Durham, 309 W. Morgan St.
(919) 560-3030

Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tour
Durham is about cutting edge culture and fantastic food. Experience this vibrant city and get aquainted with the restaurants, shops and people that are making Durham one of the nation's cultural hotspots. Discover all of Durham's flavors. Cost $41.49 per person.
2-5pm (meet at 1:45pm).
Meet at Blackwell & Pettigrew Streets
(919) 237-2254
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Triangle Brewing Company Tour—1:00pm-2:30pm
FREE tastings. Food will be available for purchase.
Triangle Brewing Company, 918 Pearl St.
(919) 683-2337

Wine Tastings—2pm-4pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE.
Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St.
(919) 286-2290

The Full Frame Fix—1pm & 3pm
A weekend matinee marathon featuring favorites from the 2010 festival and newer titles which have yet to reach North Carolina. FREE and open to the public, first-come-first-served. Titles and further details tba.
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, 2001 Campus Dr.
(919) 687-4100

NOVEMBER 7TH
Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—2pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-François disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1515 - http://www.deepdishtheater.org/ Tickets $19, $17 seniors, $12 students

Civil War Programs at UNC—3pm-5pm
'The Election of 1860,' Lecturer: Fred W. Kiger. Class tuition is $30 ($25 for GAA members).
George Watts Hill Alumni Center - Royal Room - Chapel Hill http://alumni.unc.edu/learning $30

The Best of Broadway—3pm
Richard Wall Presents The Best of Broadway, back by popular demand, Special Broadway Musical Benefit. Holy Trinity Lutheran Church - Reception Hall - Chapel Hill (919) 942-0972

UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival, Thomas Otten, piano—3pm
UNC-Duke Chopin/Schumann Festival, Thomas Otten, piano. $15 general admission ($10 UNC students, faculty and staff). A single ticket provides admission to the entire festival. For information and tickets call (919) 962-1039. Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill (919) 962-1039 - http://music.unc.edu/ $15 general admission

'Celebrate Women' Lecture Series at Dina Porter in University Mall—6:30pm
Speaker: Bev Dwane, Image Consultant. Attendance is limited in some of the lectures. An RSVP is required for each lecture. Please contact Susan Coker at dinaporter@aol.com.
Dina Porter - University Mall - Chapel Hill (919) 929-4449 – http://dinaporter.com/sales.asp Free
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"Chop Shop" Cooking Class at Revolution Restaurant—10am-3pm
Work hands-on with Chef Anile and his culinary team in this class of 6 students to create a special menu. At the end of the day, you will sit down with the Chefs and enjoy the fruits of your labor over a bottle of wine and conversation. Pre-registration required. Cost includes all tools, materials, wine, a Revolution shirt and a $25 gift card. $200 per person.
Revolution Restaurant, 107 W Main St
(919) 956-9999

Allen Toussaint—7pm
A jazz-blues dynamo, who turns even traditional hymns into swinging, after-hours jams. Tickets $36-$42, $5 Duke students.
Reynolds Industries Theater in Duke's Bryan Center, Science Dr.
(919) 684-4444

Durham Symphony Orchestra Fall Classical Concert—3pm
Ticket pricing tba.
Carolina Theatre, 309 W. Morgan St.
(919) 560-2736

Healing Yoga with Carol Krucoff—4:30pm-5:30pm
Carol Krucoff will hold a yoga discussion based on her book "Healing Yoga for Neck and Shoulder Pain: Easy, Effective Practices for Releasing Tension and Releiving Pain." Cost $15, $10 RRC members.
Rhine Research Center, 2741 Campus Walk Ave.
(919) 309-4600

NOVEMBER 8TH
UNC Women's Basketball—6pm
UNC vs. Carson-Newman (Exhibition)
Carmichael Arena - South Rd - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ TBA

Kremerata Baltica with Gordon Kremer, violin/leader—7:30pm
Of all the world's leading violinists, Gidon Kremer is one of the most original and compelling. With more than 100 albums, Krmer has an unusually extensive repertoire that includes standard classical and romantic works, music by 20th-century masters and contemporary composers of Eastern Europe and Russia. No other soloist of his stature has done as much for living composers in the past 30 years. Grammy-winning ensemble Kremerata Baltica is the realization of Kremer's belief that music can overcome all barriers of language and culture. Performing in the world's greatest halls, these 27 young musicians were handpicked by Kremer from among the most exceptional talent of the Baltic states, helping to create cultural bridges among three neighboring countries (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) with strikingly different identities. Memorial Hall - 114 E. Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill (919) 843-3333 - http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946 Varies

NOVEMBER 9TH
Hutchins Lectures at UNC—4:00pm-5:30pm
'In the Long Shadow of the Civil War', lecturer: Victoria Bynam. All lectures are free and open to the public. No pre-registration is available, and the limited seating is first-come, first-served basis.
George Watts Hill Alumni Center - Royall Room - Chapel Hill http://www.uncsouth.org/ Free
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**Masterclass: Chuck Lazarus**—7pm
Masterclass: Chuck Lazarus, trumpet virtuoso and member of the Minnesota Symphony.
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  [http://music.unc.edu](http://music.unc.edu)

**WSN Series**—7:30pm

**NOVEMBER 10TH**

'Sutra' - Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui / Sadler's Wells London—7:30pm
Following a lifelong interest in the philosophy and faith behind the skill, strength and spirituality of Buddhist Shaolin monks of China, celebrated Flemish/Moroccan choreographer Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui has created a new dance work inspired by the Shaolin tradition, its relationship with kung fu and it position in contemporary life. The 17 monks performing in 'Sutra' come directly from the original Shaolin Temple - China's key national Buddhist temple, situated near Dengfeng City in the Henan Province and established in 495 A.D. by monks originating from India. The Shaolin monks follow a strict Buddhist doctrine and include kung fu and tai chi martial arts in their daily regimen. The set is designed by Anthony Gormley, with music by Szymon Brzoska. Memorial Hall - 114 E. Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill  (919) 843-3333 [http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946](http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946)

**Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives**—7:30pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-François disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill  (919) 968-1515 - [http://www.deepdishtheater.org/](http://www.deepdishtheater.org/) Tickets $17, $15 seniors, $12 students

**An Evening of Enchantments**—8pm
Magicians Joshua Lozoff and Micah Cover team up for a very special night of mystery and astonishment! Joshua is a Triangle favorite, known for jaw-dropping close-up magic and for sold-out shoes all over the region. His unique approach to the art of magic escapes the confines of tradition and blurs the line between reality and illusion. Based in Los Angeles, Micah is a regular performer (and tour guide) at the world-famous Magic Castle in Hollywood. He presents a captivating ghost story-themed performance that one audience member called, 'one of the most creative & original magic shows I have ever seen!' Together, Joshua and Micah will stage an evening of enchantments not to be missed! The ArtsCenter - 300 E Main St - Carrboro  (919) 929-2787 - [http://www.artscenterlive.org/](http://www.artscenterlive.org/) $15 ($13 ArtsClub members, $10 students)

"The Theme Is Blackness" Festival—8:15pm
November 10 - 13, 2010
Manbites Dog Theater Company, 703 Foster St.
(919) 682-3343
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NOVEMBER 11TH
'Sutra' - Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui / Sadler's Wells London—7:30pm
Following a lifelong interest in the philosophy and faith behind the skill, strength and spirituality of Buddhist Shaolin monks of China, celebrated Flemish/Moroccan choreographer Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui has created a new dance work inspired by the Shaolin tradition, its relationship with kung fu and its position in contemporary life. The 17 monks performing in 'Sutra' come directly from the original Shaolin Temple - China's key national Buddhist temple, situated near Dengfeng City in the Henan Province and established in 495 A.D. by monks originating from India. The Shaolin monks follow a strict Buddhist doctrine and include kung fu and tai chi martial arts in their daily regimen. The set is designed by Anthony Gormley, with music by Szymon Brzoska. Memorial Hall - 114 E. Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill (919) 843-3333 http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946

Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—7:30pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-Francois disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1515 http://www.deepdishtheater.org/ Tickets $17, $15 seniors, $12 students

An Evening of Enchantments—8pm
Magicians Joshua Lozoff and Micah Cover team up for a very special night of mystery and astonishment! Joshua is a Triangle favorite, known for jaw-dropping close-up magic and for sold-out shoes all over the region. His unique approach to the art of magic escapes the confines of tradition and blurs the line between reality and illusion. Based in Los Angeles, Micah is a regular performer (and tour guide) at the world-famous Magic Castle in Hollywood. He presents a captivating ghost story-themed performance that one audience member called, 'one of the most creative & original magic shows I have ever seen!' Together, Joshua and Micah will stage an evening of enchantments not to be missed! The ArtsCenter - 300 E Main St - Carrboro (919) 929-2787 - http://www.artcenterlive.org/ $15 ($13 ArtsClub members, $10 students)

Comedienne Amy Sedaris—7:30pm
Amy Sedaris will give a performance and sign copies of her new book, "Simple Times: Crafts for Poor People." Tickets $10, or free with the purchase of "Simple Times." Durham Armory, 220 Foster St. (919) 286-2700

Shemekia Copeland Concert (Live Music)—8pm
Blues singer with a huge, blast-furnace voice that gives her music a timeless power and a heart-pounding urgency that rises from deep within her soul. Tickets $26-$46. Carolina Theatre of Durham, 309 W. Morgan St. (919) 560-3030

Thursday Night Jazz—8pm-10pm
Enjoy music by jazz students from NCCU. FREE admission. Beyü Caffé, 335 W. Main St. (919) 683-1058
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NOVEMBER 12TH

UNC Women’s Basketball—4pm
UNC vs. North Florida
Carmichael Arena - South Rd - Chapel Hill http://tar heelblue.cstv.com

CSMC Presents: David Larkin—4:15pm
Carolina Symposia in Music and Culture presents: David Larkin (University of Sydney).
Person Recital Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://music.unc.edu

Second Friday Art Walk—6pm-9pm

UNC Men’s Basketball—7pm
UNC vs. Lipscomb
Dean Smith Center - Skipper Bowles Dr - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

An Evening of Enchantments—8pm
Magicians Joshua Lozoff and Micah Cover team up for a very special night of mystery and astonishment! Joshua is a Triangle favorite, known for jaw-dropping close-up magic and for sold-out shoes all over the region. His unique approach to the art of magic escapes the confines of tradition and blurs the line between reality and illusion. Based in Los Angeles, Micah is a regular performer (and tour guide) at the world-famous Magic Castle in Hollywood. He presents a captivating ghost story-themed performance that one audience member called, 'one of the most creative & original magic shows I have ever seen!' Together, Joshua and Micah will stage an evening of enchantments not to be missed! The ArtsCenter - 300 E Main St - Carrboro (919) 929-2787 - http://www.artscenterlive.org/ $15 ($13 Arts-Club members, $10 students)

Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—8pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-Francois disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1515 – http://www.deepdishtheater.org/ Tickets $19, $17 seniors, $12 students

Orange Community Players' Sanders Family Christmas—time TBA
A musical comedy written by Orange County native Connie Ray and the sequel to last years very successful Smoke on the Mountain, Sanders Family Christmas picks up the story of the Gospel singing Sanders family on Christmas Eve of 1941. The twins are grown and the U.S. is about to go to war. Set in the Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, the play features twenty-eight standard Christmas carols and Gospel songs. Its their last performance before the war forces the group to disband, and the Sanders family, along with Reverend Mervin Oglethorpe, sing and relate their stories of faith. (919) 732-4476 Orange High School - 500 Orange High School Road - Hillsborough (919) 383-7589 -
Amy Ray (Indigo Girls) Concert Benefiting UMD—7pm
With her rock band (featuring Durham's Mel York on drums and former Durhamite Kaia Wilson on guitar, along with Greensboro's Greg Griffith on bass). Mount Moriah (Durham's Heather McEntire and Jenks Miller) will also perform, playing first. UMD provides shelter/food/clothes/medical and other services to Durham's needy. Tickets $20, $15 in advance, $8 for kids 12 and younger. St. Philip's Episcopal Church, 403 E. Main St. (919) 682-5708

Ciompi Quartet Concert No. 2—8pm

Friday Night Blues—9pm
Admission $3. Beyu Caffe, 335 W Main St. (919) 683-1058

Mysti Mayhem (Live Music)—9pm
Silky vocals and great acoustic. FREE to patrons. Six Plates Winebar, 2812 Erwin Rd. Ste 104 (919) 321-0203

Traditional Japanese Tea Gathering—10:45am-12:00pm
As a guest to Tea, you will experience the patterns and poetry of Chado, or the Japanese "way of tea," while enjoying an enticing bowl of whisked tea and a seasonal treat. The practice of Tea is characterized by the phrase ichigo ichie, or "one moment - one meeting." The group will be escorted by instructor Nancy Hamilton to the Durham-Toyama Sister Cities Pavilion in Duke Gardens for this intimate gathering. Pre-registration required. Cost $25. Doris Duke Center at the Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.

Viennese Ball (Live Music)—7pm-12am
Featuring a Polka Band and a Waltz Orchestra. Dress is semi-formal to formal. Includes: light refreshments; interactive dances for everyone to join; a performance of the traditional Viennese Promenade by members of the Wind Symphony; and free dance instruction from 7-8pm. Admission pricing tba. Durham Armory, 220 Foster St. bo.sun@duke.edu

Wine Tastings—4:30pm-6:30pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE. Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St. (919) 286-2290
November 13th

Second Saturday Historic Hillsborough Guided Walking Tours—10am & 2pm
Sponsored by the Alliance for Historic Hillsborough, 90 minute walking tours of the historic district. No appointment necessary, 10am & 2pm starting at the Alexander Dickson House, 150 E. King Street. Alexander Dickson House - 150 E. King Street - Hillsborough (919) 732-7741 - http://www.historichillsborough.org/ $5

Is He Dead? Written by Mark Twain and adapted by David Ives—8pm
Three good friends - an American, a German and an Irishman convince a fourth, a starving French painter, that the only way to succeed as an artist is to fake his own death. Jean-Francois disappears from life and his imaginary twin sister suddenly emerges. Directed by Marc Williams. DeepDish Theater Company - 201 S Estes Dr - Chapel Hill (919) 968-1515 – http://www.deepdishtheater.org/ Tickets $19, $17 seniors, $12 students

Music on the Hill - T.J. Anderson and Allen Anderson—8pm
Music on the Hill. Hopes, Dreams, Realities (Revisited). World premieres of works by composers T.J. Anderson and Allen Anderson. Debut performance of Music Professor Louise Toppin, soprano. Also performing will be the UNC New Music Ensemble, Stefan Litwin and Carolina Choir. $15 general admission ($10 UNC students, faculty and staff). For information and tickets call (919) 843-3333. Memorial Hall - Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill (919) 843-3333 - http://music.unc.edu/

Orange Community Players' Sanders Family Christmas—time TBA
A musical comedy written by Orange County native Connie Ray and the sequel to last years very successful Smoke on the Mountain, Sanders Family Christmas picks up the story of the Gospel singing Sanders family on Christmas Eve of 1941. The twins are grown and the U.S. is about to go to war. Set in the Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, the play features twenty-eight standard Christmas carols and Gospel songs. Its their last performance before the war forces the group to disband, and the Sanders family, along with Reverend Mervin Oglethorpe, sing and relate their stories of faith. (919) 732-4476. Orange High School - 500 Orange High School Road - Hillsborough (919) 383-7589 - http://ocpnc.com TBA

UNC Football vs. Virginia Tech—TBA

Cedric Watson & Bijou Creole + Red Stick Ramblers—8pm
Featuring two of the sharpest Louisiana bands working..Tickets $26-$34, $5 Duke students. Reynolds Industries Theater in Duke's Bryan Center, Science Dr. (919) 684-4444

Explore! Rhythm Community Circle—8:00pm-9:30pm
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**Nature Story Time**
Gather for nature stories and a take-home creative project with your 3- to 8-year-old child. Adults must accompany their children. Please make other arrangements for younger siblings.
Duke University West Campus 420 Anderson St Durham NC 27708

**Second Saturday: Artists of Golden Belt**—11am-4pm
A concentration of talented visual artists will be on hand in their studios working on new creations and ready to engage with you about their work. Shop for that unique art piece, photograph, necklace or bag and learn about the artists' inspirations. FREE admission.
Golden Belt Artist Studios, 807 E Main St.
info@goldenbeltarts.com

**Triangle Brewing Company Tour**—1:00pm-2:30pm
FREE tastings. Food will be available for purchase. Triangle Brewing Company, 918 Pearl St.
(919) 683-2337

**Vintage Night at Cuban Revolution**—7pm-2am
Cuban Revolution presents another swell evening of top notch entertainment that will take you back in time. Inspired by the the variety acts of vaudeville, the golden age of the Hollywood movie musical, and the glamour and class of the supper clubs of yesteryear. Jazz, swing, tap and magician. Dress: 1940s or cocktail attire encouraged. Admission $10.
Cuban Revolution, 318 Blackwell St.
(919) 687-4300

**Wine Tastings**—2pm-4pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE. Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St. (919) 286-2290

**NOVEMBER 14TH**
**UNC Guitar Ensemble**—2pm
UNC Guitar Ensemble.
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill Website

**Arnaldo Cohen & Nareh Arghamanyan**—7pm
November 14, 2010
Reynolds Industries Theater in Duke's Bryan Center, Science Dr.
(919) 684-4444

**Duke New Music Ensemble [dnme]: Macro-micro-minimal-ism**—8pm
Music by Steve Reich, Dan Trueman, Jonathan Russell and others. [dnme] is directed by Dan Ruccia. FREE admission.
Room 19 in Duke's Mary Duke Biddle Music Bldg., 9 Brodie Gym Dr.
(919) 660-3300
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**The Chamber Orchestra of the Triangle**—3pm

**NOVEMBER 15TH**

**Movies and Politics**—2:30pm-4:00pm
Movies and Politics. Lecturer: Pamela Conover. $15 general admission, $5 to GAA members.
George Watts Hill Alumni Center Royall Room - Stadium Dr - Chapel Hill
Website $15 general admission

**Third Monday Market at Harry's Market**—4pm-7pm
Local farmers, growers, artisans, performers, and crafters will sell, display and perform at its outdoor Third Monday Market. Harry's Market at White Cross - 3300 Hwy 54 West - Chapel Hill (919) 932-7025 - http://www.meetmeatharrys.com/ Free

**Talking Music I**—7:30pm
Talking Music I. Concert 1: Karlheinz Stockhausen Mantra for two pianos and electronics. Piano Duo Grau/Schumacher, Detlef Heusinger and the Experimentalstudio SWR Freiburg, Germany. Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill
http://music.unc.edu

**NOVEMBER 16TH**

**Hutchins Lectures at UNC**—4:00pm-5:30pm
'Louisiana Creole Culture and its Significance in the 21st Century', lecturer: Sybil Kein. All lectures are free and open to the public. No pre-registration is available, and the limited seating is first-come, first-served basis. George Watts Hill Alumni Center - Royall Room - Chapel Hill http://www.uncsouth.org Free

**'The Importance of Being Elegant'**—7pm
'The Importance of Being Elegant' (2004) concludes the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film for the fall semester. The documentary follows an unusual club, La SAPE, in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Its members have elevated fashion to religion, and despite economic hardship, they only wear ultra-premium labels. The film follows their leader, musician Papa Wemba, who was released on bail after allegedly smuggling illegal immigrants into Europe. Facing legal fees and a trial, he records a new album and prepares for an extravagant come-back concert in Paris.
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture & Hist - 150 South Rd - Chapel Hill (919) 962-9001 - http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/

**Talking Music I**—7:30pm
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill
http://music.unc.edu
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NOVEMBER 17TH

Lunchbox Lecture at the Horace Williams House—12pm
Lunchbox Lecture: 'Freddie's Favorite Topic of the Civil War.' Speaker Freddie Kiger.

UNC Women's Basketball—7pm
UNC vs. Robert Morris
Carmichael Arena - South Rd - Chapel Hill  Website

Carrie Rodriguez and Ben Sollee—7:30pm
A dynamic cross between Lucinda Williams and Suzanne Vega, singer/songwriter and multi-instrumentalist Carrie Rodriguez is climbing quickly to the top of the American ladder. She has performed with Lucinda Williams, Alejandro Escovedo, John Prine, Bruce Hornsby and many others. Her Austin roots, passionate live shows and critically acclaimed albums have led to a Roots Music Association 2009 Songwriter of the Year award and national TV and radio appearances on Austin City Limits (PBS-TV), Mountain Stage and World Cafe Live. One of National Public Radio's 2007 Top 10 Unknown Artists, cellist and singer Ben Sollee defies convention with his soulful voice and unique instrumentation, bridging jazz, bluegrass and folk and collaborating with the Sparrow Quartet, Otis Taylor and Daniel Martin Moore.
Memorial Hall - 114 E. Cameron Ave - Chapel Hill  (919) 843-3333 – http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/?pcode=946

Talking Music I: Concert III—7:30pm

NOVEMBER 18TH

UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving—10am
Nike Cup - Preliminaries
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

ArtNow/CinemaNow Film Series—6pm
Films by Warhol and others evoking his New York City scene, curated by Richard C. Cante, associate professor of media and cultural studies in the UNC communication studies department. Films start at 7pm at the Varsity Theater on Franklin St and will be proceeded by a related talk at 6pm at the Ackland. Film to be show this day is: 'Chelsea Girls,' Warhol, 1966. Varsity Theater - 123 E Franklin St - Chapel Hill  (919) 967-8665 - http://www.varsionfranklin.com/ Free

Ladies Night Out in Hillsborough—6pm-9pm
Downtown Historic Hillsborough will light up with specials and giveaways to kick-off the holiday shopping season on Ladies Night Out. The streets of will be lined with special events, giveaways, music, late-hours, and shops and restaurants opening with extended hours to accommodate visiting customers and friends. Also remember the evening with a photo taken by the 'paparazzi.' The autumn 2010 theme is: Walk the Red Carpet. Upon entering the Downtown historic district, begin by stopping at one of the greeting stations located on West and East King Street and North and
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South Churton Street. At these greeting stations ladies will be greeted by our local dignitaries and a special 'flashy' gift for the first 300 ladies, as well as the menu of events and specials for the evening. Shops will have Holiday Wish Lists to make sure the “Santa" in your life gets you what you really want this year. Lantern luminaries will mark participating Downtown businesses. For information click on the website below. Downtown Hillsborough - North & South Churton Sts - Hillsborough (919) 732-7741 - http://shophillsboroughnc.wordpress.com/ Free.

UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving—6pm
Nike Cup - Finals
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

Art and Literature in the Galleries—7:00pm-8:30pm
'Big Shots' and Truman Capote's 'Breakfast at Tiffany's.' Visitors may read the classic book in advance, then see the art and join in discussions. Free to Ackland members, high school and UNC students, faculty and staff who present One Cards, $5 for others. Registration is required. Email aportnow@email.unc.edu. Ackland Art Museum - 101 S Columbia St - Chapel Hill (919) 966-5736 - http://www.ackland.org/ $5

Percussion Ensemble—7:30pm
Percussion Ensemble.
Kenan Rehearsal Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://music.unc.edu

Duke Wind Symphony with the John Brown Jazz Trio and Duke New Music Ensemble—8pm
"Blackbird," featuring Holst, "Jupiter" & "Mars" from The Planets; Whitacre, Lux Aurumque; Newman, Moon by Night; Schuman, Chester; Bonney, Reflections in a Tidal Pool; Blackbird arr. Shelly Berg. The Duke Wind Symphony is directed by Verena Moesenbichler-Bryant. FREE admission. Baldwin Auditorium at Duke, 1336 Campus Drive (919) 660-3300

Historic Happy Hour—5:30pm-7:00pm
Historic Happy Hours are held on select 3rd Thursdays. (919) 682-3036

NOVEMBER 19TH
UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving —10am
Nike Cup - Preliminaries
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

UNC Women's Volleyball—6pm
UNC vs. Clemson
Carmichael Arena - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com Free

UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving—6pm
Nike Cup - Finals
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com
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**UNC Women's Basketball**—8pm
UNC vs. Coastal Carolina
Carmichael Arena - South Rd - Chapel Hill  http://tarheelblue.cstv.com TBA

**University Chamber Players**—8pm
University Chamber Players.
Person Recital Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  http://music.unc.edu

**Orange Community Players' Sanders Family Christmas**—time TBA
A musical comedy written by Orange County native Connie Ray and the sequel to last years very successful Smoke on the Mountain, Sanders Family Christmas picks up the story of the Gospel singing Sanders family on Christmas Eve of 1941. The twins are grown and the U.S. is about to go to war. Set in the Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, the play features twenty-eight standard Christmas carols and Gospel songs. Its their last performance before the war forces the group to disband, and the Sanders family, along with Reverend Mervin Oglethorpe, sing and relate their stories of faith. (919) 732-4476. Orange High School - 500 Orange High School Road - Hillsborough (919) 383-7589 - http://ocpnc.com/

**Autumn in the Arboretum**—10am-12pm
The Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.  (919) 684-3698

**Cimarron Latin Dance**—9pm lesson, 10pm-2am party
Benefits El Kilombo social center. Must be 18+. Call for admission charge.
MarVell Event Center, 119 W. Main St.  (919) 688-0975

**Comedian Margaret Cho**—8pm
Margaret Cho's new show, "Chp Dependent," is an exciting mix of fresh stand-up and her hilarious brand of live music. Tickets $37.
Carolina Theatre, 309 W Morgan St.  (919) 560-3030

**Duke Djembe and Afro-Cuban Ensembles with guest artist Atiba Rorie**—8pm
The Duke Djembe and Afro-Cuban Drumming Ensembles are directed by Bradley Simmons, the former Music Director of Chuck Davis's African American Dance Ensemble. FREE admission.
Baldwin Auditorium at Duke, 1336 Campus Drive  (919) 660-3300

**Friday Night Blues**—9pm
Admission $3. Beyu Caffe, 335 W Main St.  (919) 683-1058
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**Moonlight & Starlight Paddle**
Enjoy the wildlife, soak in the moonrays & starshine, and experience the sounds of nature. These very leisurely paddles are suitable for just about anyone. Pre-registration required. Cost $25 per person (canoe), $30 per person (kayak).
Three Rivers Area on the western end of Falls Lake. See webpage for map
(919) 949-4315

**Mysti Mayhem (Live Music)**—9pm
Silky vocals and great acoustic. FREE to patrons.
Six Plates Winebar, 2812 Erwin Rd. Ste 104
(919) 321-0203

**Retrofantasma Film Series**—7:30pm
Retrofantasma is a monthly film series of double-features dedicated to bringing classic horror movies back to the big screen in 35mm. Tickets $7.
Carolina Theatre of Durham Inc., 309 W Morgan St.
(919) 560-3030

**Wine Tastings**—4:30pm-6:30pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE.
Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St.
(919) 286-2290

**Trio Solisti**—8pm
Piano trio/chamber music ensemble. Tickets $30, $5 Duke students.
November 19 - 20, 2010
(919) 684-4444

**In the Gallery: Season of Lights!**—11am-6pm Tue-Sat.
Special exhibit of pottery and ceramic art for the holidays, featuring North Carolina potters and artists. Find unique gifts that support the arts in North Carolina. FREE admission.
Claymakers Gallery, 705 Foster St.
(919) 530-8355

**NOVEMBER 20TH**

**UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving**—10am
Nike Cup - Preliminaries
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

**ArtNow/CinemaNow Film Series**—6pm
Films by Warhol and others evoking his New York City scene, curated by Richard C. Cante, associate professor of media and cultural studies in the UNC communication studies department. Films start at 7pm at the Varsity Theater on Franklin St and will be proceeded by a related talk at 6pm at the Ackland. Film to be show this day is: ‘Midnight Cowboy,’ John Schlesinger, 1969. Varsity Theater - 123 E Franklin St - Chapel Hill  (919) 967-8665 –  http://www.varietyonfranklin.com  Free
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**UNC Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving**—6pm
Nike Cup - Finals
Koury Natatorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  http://tarheelblue.cstv.com

**Orange Community Players' Sanders Family Christmas**—TBA
A musical comedy written by Orange County native Connie Ray and the sequel to last years very successful Smoke on the Mountain, Sanders Family Christmas picks up the story of the Gospel singing Sanders family on Christmas Eve of 1941. The twins are grown and the U.S. is about to go to war. Set in the Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, the play features twenty-eight standard Christmas carols and Gospel songs. Its their last performance before the war forces the group to disband, and the Sanders family, along with Reverend Mervin Ogletorpe, sing and relate their stories of faith. (919) 732-4476. Orange High School - 500 Orange High School Road - Hillsborough  (919) 383-7589 –  http://ocpnc.com  TBA

**UNC Football vs. NC State**—time TBA
For tickets click on website below. Rams Club Day.
Kenan Stadium - 104 Stadium Drive - Chapel Hill  1-800-722-HEEL -  http://www.tarheelblue.com/

**Arts in the Garden: Willa Brigham**—11am-12pm
A storyteller, poet, recording artist and host of the regional Emmy Award-winning morning television show "Smart Start Kids" on WRAL and public television, Brigham aims to empower children and adults alike to believe in themselves. Cost $10.
Doris Duke Center at the Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.
(919) 684-4444

**Holiday Bazaar**—10am-6pm
Featuring over 20 vendors from across the state offering paintings, jewelry, African clothing, sculptures and art, dolls, crafts and collectables of all kinds. FREE Admission.
Hayti Heritage Center, 804 Old Fayetteville St.
(919) 683-1709

**Joe Bonamassa Concert**—8pm
Blues and rock guitarist. Ticket pricing tba.
DPAC - Durham Performing Arts Center, 123 Vivian St.
(919) 680-2787

**Mostly Waltz Dance**—5pm-7pm; lesson 4:30pm-5:00pm
Featuring a mix of fast and slow music to accommodate the many styles of waltz, including slow melodies for modern Ballroom and Cross-Step, moderate tempos for Rotary and Contra/Folk Waltz as well as some faster tunes for the Viennese Waltz. The music will vary widely and will include genres such as Rock, Celtic, Latin, Cajun, Folk, Techno, New Age and World music. Cost $8, $5 students.
Triangle Dance Studio, 2603 S. Miami Blvd.
(919) 932-6232
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**Triangle Brewing Company Tour**—1pm-2:30pm
FREE tastings. Food will be available for purchase.
Triangle Brewing Company, 918 Pearl St.
(919) 683-2337

**Wine Tastings**—2pm-4pm
Held in the Specialty Department. FREE.
Whole Foods Market, 621 Broad St.
(919) 286-2290

**Durham Art Walk Holiday Market**—10am-5pm Sat.; 1pm-5pm Sun.
Find creative, locally handmade gifts of art for everyone on your holiday list—from jewelry and beautiful knitted scarves to loft-sized paintings and exquisite pottery. Enjoy musical performances, great food and fun surprises around every corner. FREE shuttle. Rain or shine. FREE admission.
November 20 - 21, 2010
Maps are available in the lobby of the Durham Arts Council, 120 Morris St..
(919) 560-2787

"Craftland" Art Exhibit—11am-5pm Mon-Wed & Fri, 11am-6pm Thurs. 10am-5pm Sat.; 12pm-5pm Sun.
Scrap Exchange's annual holiday marketplace. All items for sale at Craftland are created by local crafters and artists and are made from re-purposed materials. FREE admission.
November 20, 2010 - January 2, 2011
The Scrap Exchange, 548 Foster St.
(919) 688-6960

**UNC Women's Volleyball**—3pm
UNC vs. Georgia Tech
Carmichael Arena - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com
Free

**5th Annual Carrboro Film Festival**—1pm-7pm
A celebration of the film and video creativity with a connection to Orange County. See films and videos of less than 20 minutes total running time (including titles and end credits). All filmmakers who have breathed in the good air of: Orange County, NC, USA sometime in their life. Carrboro Century Center - 100 N. Greensboro Street - Carrboro
http://www.carrborofilmfestival.com/ $5 at the door. Children ages 10 and under free.

**UNC Men's and Women's Glee Clubs**—3pm
UNC Men's and Women's Glee Clubs.
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill
http://music.unc.edu

**UNC Women's Basketball**—3pm
UNC vs. Western Carolina
Carmichael Arena - South Rd - Chapel Hill
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com
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*“Chop Shop” Cooking Class at Revolution Restaurant*—10am-3pm
Work hands-on with Chef Anile and his culinary team in this class of 6 students to create a special menu. At the end of the day, you will sit down with the Chefs and enjoy the fruits of your labor over a bottle of wine and conversation. Pre-registration required. Cost includes all tools, materials, wine, a Revolution shirt and a $25 gift card. $200 per person.
Revolution Restaurant, 107 W Main St
(919) 956-9999

**Monteverdi Vespers featuring Piffaro Renaissance Band**—4pm
Featuring the acclaimed Piffaro Renaissance Band performing with instrumentalists from the Duke Collegium Musicum and selected singers from Duke and Durham choirs, directed by Rodney Wynkoop. This concert is part of the Duke Medieval and Renaissance Music series. Cost $20, $5 students.
Duke Chapel, Science Dr.

**Trees in the Urban Landscape**—2pm-4pm
Let master gardeners Gene Carlone and Leanna Murphy Dono help you transform your landscape with trees in this presentation, part of a series co-presented with the Durham County Cooperative Extension Service. Learn a palette of plants and proper planting and mulching techniques, and enjoy your trees more. FREE, but pre-registration required.
The Sarah P. Duke Gardens, 420 Anderson St.919 684-3698

**NOVEMBER 23RD**
**UNC Men’s Basketball**—7pm
UNC vs. UNC Asheville
Dean Smith Center - Skipper Bowles Dr - Chapel Hill Website

**Durham Farmers’ Market - Thanksgiving Market**—2:00-4:30pm
Durham Farmers’ Market (Special Thanksgiving Market)
Durham Central Park, 501 Foster St.

**Goal Ball Clinic**
FREE clinic in this a competitive team sport designed for people with visual impairments.
Weaver Street Recreation Center, 3000 E. Weaver St.
(919) 560-4288 x27375

**NOVEMBER 26TH**
**UNC Women’s Volleyball**—12pm
UNC vs. North Carolina State
Carmichael Arena - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ Free

**Black Friday Benefit Beer Festival**—3pm-7pm
Fight crowds at the bar, not the mall! Featuring live music and more. Details tba.
Triangle Brewing Company, 918 Pearl St.
(919) 724-1521
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**Transactors Improv Presents "City of Medicine"**—8pm
Tickets $14, $12 students & seniors.
Common Ground Theatre, 4815-B Hillsborough Rd.
(919) 698-3870

**NC Fraser Fir Christmas Trees and Wreaths**—9am-5pm
North Carolina Fraser fir Christmas trees and wreaths arrive for the holiday season.
November 26-December 26
Witherspoon Rose Culture, 3312 Watkins Rd.
(919) 489-4446

**NOVEMBER 27TH**

**Hillsborough Storytelling Event: ‘Home for the Holidays’** -8pm
Leland Little Auction & Estate Sales Gallery will be hosting a special Hillsborough Storytelling Event: ‘Home for the Holidays.’ Storytellers include Lee Smith, Michael Malone, Randall Kenan, Nancy Demorest and Daniel Wallace. Our distinguished storytellers will narrate stories depicting various experiences of small town life. Please join us for an evening to remember! A wine and cheese reception will welcome everyone. Tickets are $18 in advance, $20 at the door. Please call the Orange County Historical Museum, (919) 732-2201, or visit www.orangenchistory.org for more information. All proceeds will benefit the Orange County Historic Museum.
Leland Little Auction & Estate Sales - 620 Cornerstone Court - Hillsborough (919) 732-2201 – [http://www.orangenchistory.org](http://www.orangenchistory.org)  Tickets $18 in Advance/$20 At the Door

**NOVEMBER 28TH**

**UNC Men's Basketball**—5:30pm
UNC vs. College of Charleston
Dean Smith Center - Skipper Bowles Dr - Chapel Hill [http://tarheelblue.cstv.com](http://tarheelblue.cstv.com)

**Community Tree Lighting Ceremony**—6pm-7pm
Join the Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership in kicking off the holiday season by celebrating the lighting of the 22’ tall Community Tree in the Memorial Garden of University Baptist Church on Sunday, November 28 at 6:00 pm. Enjoy the sounds of the church choir! Don't forget your camera - children can meet Santa Claus and Mrs. Claus and have their pictures taken for free! The community tree will stay up through the holiday season. University Baptist Church is located at 100 S. Columbia; at the corner of Columbia Street and Franklin Street in downtown Chapel Hill. Parking is FREE downtown on Sundays! Please contact us at 967-9440 or partnership@downtownchapelhill.com with questions. University Baptist Church - 100 S. Columbia Street - Chapel Hill 919-967-9440 – [http://www.downtownchapelhill.com/](http://www.downtownchapelhill.com/) FREE

**NOVEMBER 30TH**

**Ars Nova**—5pm
Ars Nova: a concert of new acoustic chamber works from the composition studio.
Person Recital Hall - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill [http://music.unc.edu](http://music.unc.edu)
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**Guest Recital: Daniel Herscovitch** 7:30pm
Guest Recital: Daniel Herscovitch, of Sydney Conservatorium, piano.
Hill Hall Auditorium - UNC Campus - Chapel Hill  Website

**Ciompi Quartet Lunchtime Classics No. 2** – 12pm
In each of these free lunchtime events, 50 minutes of the most essential music is accompanied by a brief introduction by a Quartet member. Bring a bag lunch. FREE admission.
Rare Book Room in Duke’s Perkins Library, Science Dr.
(919) 660-3356